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A rigorous and historic “pollution diet” to restore clean water to Bay 
and the region’s streams, creeks and rivers. 

Bay TMDL is the most comprehensive roadmap for restoration we 
have ever had for Chesapeake Bay. 

Addresses all sectors/major sources of nutrient & sediment pollution.

Wh Ch k B TMDL?

Final Chesapeake Bay TMDL
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Why a Chesapeake Bay TMDL?
Insufficient restoration progress through current 
voluntary and regulatory measures. 

Required under the Clean Water Act and 
responds to court orders and legal settlements.
Cornerstone of the Executive Order Strategy.

Bay jurisdictions (Chesapeake Executive 
Council) agreed to the December 2010 
deadline. 

Final Chesapeake Bay TMDL

EPA and jurisdictions worked extensively 
together in crafting the TMDL. 

Final TMDL is shaped by extensive input 
from public, stakeholder groups & 
jurisdictions throughout a two-year 
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Designed with rigorous accountability measures to ensure that all 
pollution controls needed to restore Bay are in place by 2025, with 
60 percent by 2017. 

2 year milestones
+ EPA oversight

ju sd c o s oug ou a o yea
process.
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TMDL and WIP Development Schedule: 2009TMDL and WIP Development Schedule: 2009--20172017
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2-year
milestones, 
reporting, 
modeling, 
monitoring

Starting 
2011

Planning Targets 
for smaller 
Watersheds,
Counties, 
Sources

Draft Phase I 
Watershed 

Implementation 
Plans: November 

2009 – Sept.1 2010

Public
Review
And
Comment

Draft TMDL
Sept. 24, 2010

(45 days)

Local Program 
Capacity/Gap  

Evaluation

Watershed 
Implementation 
Plans: Starting 

2011

July 1 and August 13 Allocations

2017 60% of Practices in Place -
Phase III  WIPs to meet 2025 Goal

The how, when and where of attaining the TMDL diet.

Goal: EPA’s strong preference was to use jurisdiction WIPs 
as the basis for final TMDL allocations. Backstop 
allocations and adjustments were initiated by EPA only 
where this was not possible.

Watershed Implementation Plans (WIPs)
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WIPs must
• achieve pollution reduction targets
• provide reasonable assurance

The seven jurisdictions provided Draft WIPs in early 
September 2010 and worked with EPA to resolve any 
outstanding issues for final submission in November.

Overall Findings of Final Phase I WIPs

Jurisdictions made significant improvements between 
draft and final plans.

Six of the seven jurisdictions achieved 
nutrient & sediment allocations
WIPs significantly strengthened & 
h dd d EPA
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have addressed most EPA comments.
Most earlier backstop actions have been 
removed or reduced.

Result: Final TMDL driven primarily by the states’ 
proposed plans to reduce pollution – EPA’s goal all 
along!
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Agriculture’s piece of TMDL varies based on State 
Watershed Implementation Plans.

http://stat.chesapeakebay.net/?q=node/59&quickt
b 3 2& i kt b 10 2

Chesapeake Bay TMDL Tracking & Accounting 
System (BayTAS)
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abs_3=2&quicktabs_10=2

Increase implementation of agricultural conservation 
practices.

Better focus and expand technical staff.
Better coordinate and expand BMP funding.
Target resources to priority practices and watersheds.

Promote manure technology innovation

State WIP Agricultural Actions – Common Themes
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Promote manure technology innovation
Track and verify ag conservation practices.
Comply with current regulations + increase voluntary 
conservation.
Pursue mandates if targets not met.

Wastewater treatment plants
Enhanced nutrient removal – (MD and DE 
for nitrogen)
Biological nutrient removal – NY, VA James 
River

State WIP Urban/WWTP Actions – Examples
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Urban lands
P limits:  on non-agricultural fertilizer 
application (NY)
Urban retrofits (MD)  
Funding:  legislation for stormwater utility if 
unable to secure funding (MD).
Regulations:  revising stormwater regulations 
to be consistent with TMDL allocations (DE).
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Track and assess annual progress toward meeting 
WIP commitments and 2-year milestones.
Expand NPDES permit coverage to currently 
unregulated sources (stormwater areas, AFO 
designation)
Obj t t it d i i ht

EPA Ongoing Oversight - Examples
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Object to permits and increase program oversight.
Require additional reductions from  point sources.
Target enforcement & compliance
Condition or re-direct grants
Discount pollutant reductions for practices that do not 
meet EPA verification expectations.
Etc.

Now the hard work begins: implementing the pollution controls.

Phase II: States work with local jurisdictions to distribute TMDL 
allocations down to a local scale to facilitate implementation. These 
local targets do not represent finer scale allocations.

EPA will closely track implementation of the WIPs and progress 
toward two-year milestones, and hold states accountable.

Focus Forward
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NOT an  overnight project… 

We have 15 years to get the job done!
Success depends on continued partnership, not 
just between federal and state government, but 
also with local governments, stakeholders and 
citizens.

Thank YouThank You
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http://www.epa.gov/chesapeakebaytmdl/
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